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ABSTRACT
Collaborative filters help people make choices based on the opinions of other people. GroupLens is a
system for collaborative filtering of netnews, to help people find articles they will like in the huge
stream of available articles. News reader clients display predicted scores and make it easy for users to
rate articles after they read them. Rating servers, called Better Bit Bureaus, gather and disseminate the
ratings. The rating servers predict scores based on the heuristic that people who agreed in the past will
probably agree again. Users can protect their privacy by entering ratings under pseudonyms, without
reducing the effectiveness of the score prediction. The entire architecture is open: alternative software
for news clients and Better Bit Bureaus can be developed independently and can interoperate with the
components we have developed.
KEYWORDS: Collaborative filtering, information filtering, electronic bulletin boards, social filtering,
Usenet, netnews, user model, selective dissemination of information.
INTRODUCTION
Computer networks allow the formation of interest groups that cross geographical barriers. Bulletin
boards have been an important mechanism for that. Rather than addressing an article directly to a known
set of people, the writer posts it in a newsgroup, a public place available to anyone interested in the
topic. The Usenet netnews system creates the illusion of a single bulletin board available anywhere in
the world. It propagates articles so that, with some delays, an article posted from anywhere in the world
is available to everyone else.
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Recent counts indicate that there are more than 8000 newsgroups, with an average traffic of more than
100 MB per day[1]. The newsgroups carry announcements, questions, and discussions. In a discussion,
often called a thread, one article induces replies from several others, each of which may also induce
replies. The January 24, 1994 estimates of netnews participation indicate that more than 140,000 people
posted articles in the previous two weeks. There are many more "lurkers" who read but do not post
articles. Clearly, a lot of people are getting value from these bulletin boards.
In fact, netnews’ rapid broadcast nature and widespread readership has reshaped the way the computing
community works. System administrators depend on netnews to keep in touch with the latest
development work, the latest security holes, and the latest bug fixes. Researchers depend on netnews as
a way of keeping up-to-date on new research directions and important results in between conferences.
Many others use netnews just to keep in touch with other people around the world, to learn about new
books, new recipes, new music, and what life in other cities is like. Over the years netnews has become
a principal medium for sharing among computer users.
Even so, the experience of using netnews is not completely satisfying. Almost everyone complains that
the signal to noise ratio is too low. Writers cannot easily tell whether their comments are valued, except
by the vocal few who post responses. Some seem not to care about reader interest, only about their own
right to write. Moreover, tastes differ, so that no one article will appeal to all the readers of a newsgroup.
Each reader ends up sifting through many news articles to find a few valuable ones. Often, readers find
the process too frustrating and stop reading netnews altogether.
Netnews provides two mechanisms that help readers limit their attention to articles likely to interest
them. First, the division of the bulletin board into newsgroups allows readers to focus on a few topics.
When the number of postings in a newsgroup gets too large, it is often split into two or more
newsgroups with identifiable subtopics. Second, some newsgroups are moderated. Attempted postings to
these newsgroups are automatically forwarded to the moderator, who decides whether or not they belong
in the newsgroup. Usenet propagates only those articles that receive the moderator’s stamp of approval.
In addition, software packages for reading netnews (hereafter referred to as news clients) provide other
mechanisms that ease readers’ burdens. First, most news clients display a summary of the author and
subject line for each message in a newsgroup. The user then indicates which articles she would like to
read. Second, most news clients display all of the articles in a particular discussion thread together.
Some initially show only the first article in each thread, allowing users to quickly peruse the current
discussion topics. Third, some news clients provide "kill files." A kill file identifies text strings that are
not interesting to a particular user. If a user puts the subject line of an article into the kill file, no further
articles on that subject will be displayed. If a user puts the author’s name into a kill file, no further
articles from that author will be displayed. Finally, some news readers provide string search facilities. If
the user is particularly interested in articles that mention "collaborative filtering," the news client can
find them.
GroupLens provides a new mechanism to help focus attention on interesting articles. It draws on a
deceptively simple idea: people who agreed in their subjective evaluation of past articles are likely to

agree again in the future. After reading articles, users assign them numeric ratings. GroupLens uses the
ratings in two ways. First, it correlates the ratings in order to determine which users’ ratings are most
similar to each other. Second, it predicts how well users will like new articles, based on ratings from
similar users. The heart of GroupLens is an open architecture that includes news clients for entry of
ratings and display of predictions, and rating servers for distribution of ratings and delivery of
predictions.
Related Work
The general problems of information overload and low signal to noise ratio have received considerable
attention in the research literature. We use the term information filtering generically to refer both to
finding desired information (filtering in) and eliminating that which is undesirable (filtering out), but
related work also appears under the labels of information retrieval and selective dissemination of
information [2]. In addition, research on agents [12, 13], user modeling [1, 9], knowbots [8], and
mediators [21] has explored semi-autonomous computer programs that perform information filtering on
behalf of a user.
Malone et al. [13] describe three categories of filtering techniques, cognitive, social, and economic,
based on the information sources the techniques draw on in order to predict a user’s reaction to an
article. The three categories provide a useful road map to the literature.
Cognitive, or content-based filtering techniques select documents based on the text in them. For
example, the kill files and string search features provided by news clients perform content filtering.
Even the division of netnews into newsgroups is a primitive example, since a reader restricts his
attention to those articles with a particular text string in their "newsgroup:" field.
Other content-based filtering techniques could potentially be used as well. The profile of which texts to
include or kill could be more complex than a collection of character strings. For example, strings could
be combined with the Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT. Alternatively, the profile could consist of
weight vectors, with the weights expressing the relative importance of each of a set of terms [4, 5, 16].
Some content filtering techniques update the profiles automatically based on feedback about whether the
user likes the articles that the current profile selects. Information retrieval research refers to this process
as relevance feedback [17]. The techniques for updating can draw on Bayesian probability [2], genetic
algorithms [18], or other machine learning techniques.
Social filtering techniques select articles based on relationships between people and on their subjective
judgments. Placing an author’s name in a kill file is a crude example. More sophisticated techniques
might also filter out articles from people who previously co-authored papers with the objectionable
person.
Collaborative filtering, based on the subjective evaluations of other readers, is an even more promising
form of social filtering. Human readers do not share computers’ difficulties with synonymy, polysemy,
and context when judging the relevance of text. Moreover, people can judge texts on other dimensions
such as quality, authoritativeness, or respectfulness. A moderated newsgroup employs a primitive form
of collaborative filtering, choosing articles for all potential readers based on evaluations by a single
person, the moderator.

The Tapestry system [6] makes more sophisticated use of subjective evaluations. Though it was not
designed to work specifically with netnews, it allows filtering of all incoming information streams,
including netnews. Many people can post evaluations, not just a single moderator, and readers can
choose which evaluators to pay attention to. The evaluations can contain text, not just binary
accept/reject recommendations. Moreover, filters can combine content-based criteria and subjective
evaluations. For example, a reader could request articles containing the word "CSCW" that Joe has
evaluated and where the evaluation contains the word, "excellent".
Our work is similar in spirit to Tapestry but extends it in two ways. First, Tapestry is a monolithic
system designed to share evaluations within a single site. We share ratings between sites and our
architecture is open to the creation of new news clients and rating servers that would use the evaluations
in different ways. Second, Tapestry does not include any aggregate queries. The rating servers we have
implemented aggregate ratings from several evaluators, based on correlation of their past ratings. A
reader need not know in advance whose evaluations to use and in fact need not even know whose
evaluations are actually used. In GroupLens, ratings entered under a pseudonym are just as useful as
those that are signed.
Maltz has developed a system that aggregates all ratings of each netnews article, determining a single
score for each [14]. By contrast, GroupLens customizes score prediction to each user, thus
accommodating differing interests and tastes. In return for its reduced functionality, Maltz’s scheme
scales better than ours, because rating servers can exchange summaries of several users’ ratings of an
article, rather than individual ratings.
The subjective evaluations used in collaborative filtering may be implicit rather than explicit. Read
Wear and Edit Wear [7] guide users based on other users’ interactions with an artifact. The GroupLens
news clients monitor how long users spend reading each article but our rating servers do not yet use that
information when predicting scores.
Economic filtering techniques select articles based on the costs and benefits of producing and reading
them. For example, Malone argues that mass mailings have a low production cost per addressee and
should therefore be given lower priority. Applying this idea to netnews, a news client might filter out
articles that had been cross-posted to several newsgroups. More radical schemes could provide payments
(in real money or reputation points) to readers to consider articles and payments to producers based on
how much the readers liked the articles.
Stodolsky has proposed a scheme that combines social and economic filtering techniques [19]. He
proposes on-line publications where the publication decision ultimately rests with the author. During a
preliminary publication period, other readers may post ratings of the article. The author may then
withdraw the article, to avoid the cost to his reputation of publishing an article that is disliked.
Outline
The GROUPLENS section of the paper describes the GroupLens architecture and its evolution. The
ONGOING EXPERIMENTATION section describes a larger scale test of the architecture that is in
preparation. The SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS section addresses social changes in the use of Netnews that
may be precipitated by GroupLens.
GROUPLENS

GroupLens is a distributed system for gathering, disseminating, and using ratings from some users to
predict other users’ interest in articles. It includes news reading clients for both Macintosh and Unix
computers, as well as "Better Bit Bureaus," servers that gather ratings and make predictions. Both the
overall architecture and particular components have evolved through iterative design and pilot testing to
meet the following goals:
Openness: There are currently dozens of news clients in common use, each with a strong following
among its user community. Any or all of these clients can be adapted to participate in GroupLens.
GroupLens also allows for the creation of alternative Better Bit Bureaus that use ratings in different
ways to predict user interest in news articles.
Ease of Use: Ratings are easy to form and communicate, and predictions are easy to recognize and
interpret. This minimizes the additional burden that collaborative filtering places on users.
Compatibility: The architecture is compatible with existing news mechanisms. Compatibility reduces
user overhead in taking advantage of the new tool, and simplifies its introduction into netnews.
Scalability: As the number of users grows, the quality of predictions should improve and the speed not
deteriorate. One potential limit to growth will be transport and storage of the ratings, if GroupLens
grows very large.
Privacy: Some users would prefer not to have others know what kinds of articles they read and what
kinds they like. The Better Bit Bureaus in GroupLens can make effective use of ratings even if they are
provided under a pseudonym.
Overview
Usenet consists of Internet sites as well as UUCP sites. Typically a site will declare a machine to act as
its news server. Users at each site invoke news clients on their computers and connect to the news server
in order to retrieve news articles. Users can also write new articles and post them to the news server
through their news clients.
When a user posts an article, it travels from the news client where the article is composed to the local
news server and from there to news servers at nearby sites. After leaving the originating site, an article
propagates throughout Usenet, hopping from site to site. Since there is no centralized coordination of the
distribution process, an article may arrive at a site via more than one route. Because articles have
globally unique identifiers, however, and are never altered once they are posted, any site can recognize a
duplicate copy of an article and avoid passing it on. Lotus Notes uses a similar distribution process [10].
The netnews architecture is summarized in Figure 1.
GroupLens adds one new type of entity to the netnews architecture, Better Bit Bureaus, as shown in
Figure 2. The Better Bit Bureaus provide scores that predict how much the user will like articles, and
gather ratings from news clients after the user reads the articles. The Better Bit Bureaus also use special
newsgroups to share ratings with each other, to allow collaborative filtering among users at different
sites. The remainder of this section traces the processes of rating creation, distribution, and use and
describes how they meet

Figure 1: The netnews architecture. News articles hop from news server to news server. A news client

connects to the news server at its site and presents articles to users.
Figure 2: The GroupLens architecture. Better Bit Bureaus collect ratings from clients, communicate
them by way of news servers, and use them to generate numeric score predictions that they send to
clients. Clients connect to a local news server, and can connect to a Better Bit Bureau that uses the same
or a different news server.the design goals of openness, ease of use, compatibility, scalability, and
privacy.
Entering Ratings
In GroupLens, a rating is a number from 1 to 5, optionally supplemented by the number of seconds
which the user spent reading the article. Users are encouraged to assign ratings based on how much they
liked the article, with 5 highest and 1 lowest. The user chooses a pseudonym to associate with her
ratings that may be different from the name she uses for posting news articles. This preserves the ability
to detect that two ratings came from the same person, while preventing detection of exactly who that
person is.
The GroupLens choice of the form and meaning of ratings is only one possibility in a rich design space.
There are many possible dimensions along which to rate articles: interest in subject, quality of writing,
authoritativeness of the author, etc. Rather than a single composite rating, separate ratings on several
dimensions could be solicited from readers. Free text ratings could be entered rather than numbers.
Readers could be asked to predict how well they think other readers will like an article rather than report
how much they themselves liked it. Ratings could be restricted only to positive, or only to negative
evaluations. The degree of privacy could also be varied, from completely anonymous to authenticated
signatures.
In fact, an earlier implementation of a Macintosh news client [20] employed ratings with quite a

different form than the current GroupLens architecture. Users entered only endorsements, positive
ratings, on the assumption that since the signal to noise ratio in netnews is so low it is only important to
point out the good articles. Readers endorsed articles that they thought others in a known small group
would like. Finally, readers signed endorsements with their real names, allowing other people to select
all the articles endorsed by a particular friend.
A pilot test of that earlier endorsement mechanism at a Schlumberger research lab indicated that a group
of seven people may not be large enough to get the full available benefit of collaborative filtering. As we
contemplated a much larger group size, we believed that some users would be less willing to sign their
ratings and that it would become increasingly difficult for users to know what articles others in the
group would like.
The pilot test also reinforced the importance of making it as easy as possible to enter endorsements. To
make an endorsement, a user had to select from a pull-down menu, wait for a window to open up,
optionally enter text in the window, and then close it. While the whole process took only a matter of
seconds if the user entered no text, it was still significantly longer than it normally takes to go on to the
next article.
We have taken care in the GroupLens system to make entry of ratings as easy as possible. We have
modified three news clients, Emacs Gnus and NN for UNIX machines and NewsWatcher for
Macintoshes. In each case, entry of a

Figure 3. Reading an article with the modified NewsWatcher client. The user can click on one of the five
ratings buttons with the mouse, or type a number from 1 to 5 on the keyboard.
rating fits into the overall paradigm of the news client. For example, in the modified NewsWatcher, the
numbers 1 to 5 appear as selectable buttons any time a user reads an article (Figure 3), and the user can
also type a number as a keyboard shortcut for those buttons. In Gnus, no buttons are displayed, but
readers still type the ratings directly. With NN, readers first type the letter ‘v’ (to enter into "rating
mode") and then the rating.
The GroupLens architecture requires only that ratings be reported on a 1 to 5 scale, not that they be

displayed by news clients on that scale. To make the rating scale easy for students to understand, the NN
and Gnus clients accept letter grades rather than numbers. When reporting the ratings to the Better Bit
Bureau, they translate ‘a’ to 5, ‘b’ to 4 and so on. Other news clients could allow more gradations of
ratings (e.g., 1 to 100) and report them as fractions between 1 and 5.
Distributing Ratings
GroupLens does not interfere with the Usenet propagation scheme at all. On the contrary, it relies upon
it heavily. The Better Bit Bureau packages one or more ratings into a news article, following the format
in Figure 4, and posts it to a news server. This allows GroupLens to take advantage of the Usenet
propagation scheme. Over the years Usenet has demonstrated its ability to propagate articles to every
other Usenet site, even as the number of news servers has grown dramatically. Rating servers could
exchange ratings directly, through internet or UUCP links, but they would have to reimplement many of
the propagation features already found in Usenet.
The message format we have defined allows several ratings to be batched in a single article. Each rating
is just one line of text, while each Usenet netnews article requires several lines of headers. Thus,
packaging several ratings in one article can save a considerable amount of overhead. Our Better Bit
Bureaus (BBBs) batch at the session level (i.e., all ratings entered by a user during a reading session go
into one ratings article). Other batching policies, such as all ratings from a site over the last hour, could
be implemented.
Ratings are posted in newsgroups dedicated solely to ratings articles. One natural configuration is to set
up a parallel "ratings transport" newsgroup for each "normal" Usenet group. One deficiency of this
approach is that if a rating article contains several ratings, it may have to be cross-posted to many ratings
newsgroups. Another deficiency is that it requires news servers to carry a large number of new
newsgroups devoted solely to ratings, which may increase administrative overhead. Currently, our BBBs
post all ratings in a single newsgroup.
To facilitate the initial spread of GroupLens, users can participate even if their local news servers do not
carry the ratings newsgroup and even if their local site administrators have not set up Better Bit Bureaus.
The GroupLens architecture permits this by allowing users to connect to a remote BBB. The left side of
Figure 2 illustrates a local BBB that posts ratings articles to the same news server that the clients
connect to. The right side of Figure 2 illustrates a client connecting to a remote BBB that propagates
ratings articles through a different news server.
Predicting Scores
The Better Bit Bureaus (BBBs) predict how much readers will like articles. While content filters would
make predictions based on the presence or absence of words in the articles, the BBBs in GroupLens use
the opinions of other people who have already rated the articles. If no one has read an article, the BBBs
are unable to make predictions about it.
When ratings for an article are available, they are unlikely to be uniform, due to differences of opinion
and goals among the raters. A BBB combines the different ratings to produce a predicted score.
Moreover, additional readers are likely to have different opinions about the article. A BBB thus might
use the same ratings to predict different scores for different readers, by changing the relative weight
given to the ratings.

When predictions are on the same scale as ratings, prediction can be modeled as matrix filling, where
the columns are people, the rows are articles, and the cells contain the ratings that people have posted, as
shown in Figure 5. Many of the cells of the matrix are empty, because readers have not yet examined
those articles or have elected not to rate them. A BBB predicts scores for missing cells before the
readers examine the corresponding articles.
From: MIT GroupLens Better Bit Bureau
Subject: Ratings; please ignore
Message-ID: <771185369@guilder.mit.edu>
Groups_Rated: news.adin.policy, news.groups
Raters: [Pseudo1]
<MATT.94May19124319@physics5.berkeley.edu> [Pseudo1] 1 12 news.adin.policy
<fred_sCq2FF6.Mtt@netcom.com> [Pseudo1] 2 7 news.groups

Figure 4: A sample ratings article. Each line in the body of the article contains a rating of one article by
one person. The five fields on each line are the id of the article, the pseudonym of the rater, a rating, the
number of seconds the reader spent examining the article before rating it, and the newsgroups the article
is in. The time count is optional. Additional keyword identified fields can also be included at the end of
line.

Figure 5: a sample matrix of ratings.
All the scoring methods we have implemented are based on the heuristic that people who agreed in the
past are likely to agree again, at least on articles in the same newsgroup. This heuristic will mislead on
occasion, but preferences for most kinds of articles are likely to be fairly stable over time.
To implement this heuristic, our BBBs first correlate ratings on previous articles to determine weights to
assign to each of the other people when making predictions for one of them. Then, they use the weights
to combine the ratings that are available for the current article. We have investigated several techniques
for correlating past behavior and using the resultant weights, based on reinforcement learning [12],
multivariate regression, and pairwise correlation coefficients that minimize linear error or squared error.
We illustrate one of the correlation and prediction techniques by computing Ken’s predicted score on
article 6, the last row of the matrix. First, we compute correlation coefficients [15], weights between -1
and 1 that indicate how much Ken tended to agree with each of the others on those articles that they both
rated. For example, Ken’s correlation coefficient with Lee is computed as:

In the formula above,
is the average of Ken’s ratings. All the summations and averages in the
formula are computed only over those articles that Ken and Lee both rated. We have conveniently
arranged for
and
to be 3 in this example, but that need not be true in practice.
Similarly, Ken’s correlation coefficient with Meg is +1 and with Nan is 0. That is, Ken tends to disagree
with Lee (
) and agree with Meg (
). His ratings are not correlated with Nan’s.
To predict Ken’s score on the last article in the matrix, take a weighted average of all the ratings on
article 6 according to the following formula:

This is a reasonable prediction for Ken, since the article received a high rating from someone who
agreed with him in the past and a low rating from someone who disagreed. Carrying through similar
calculations for Nan yields a lower prediction of 3.75. Since Nan had partial agreement with Lee in the
past, Lee’s low rating for the article partially cancels out the high ratings that Meg gave it.
The score prediction system is robust with respect to certain differences of interpretation of the rating
scale. If two users are perfectly correlated, but one user gives only scores between 3 and 5 and the other
only scores between 1 and 3, a 5 score from the first user will result in a prediction of 3 for the second.
If two users would be perfectly correlated, but the first mistakenly thinks 1 is a good score and 5 is bad,
the two will be negatively correlated and a 1 score from the first will result in a prediction of 5 for the
second. This leads to a clear explanation to the user of how to assign ratings: assign the rating you wish
GroupLens had predicted for this article.
Allen’s study of five subjects’ preferences for newswire articles [1] found very small correlations
between subjects, thus calling into question our basic assumption that people who agreed in the past are
likely to agree again. It may be, however, that a larger sample of subjects would have yielded some pairs
with larger overlaps in their ratings. More importantly, it may be that pairs of people will share interests
in some topics but not others. Two people may agree in their evaluations of technical articles, but not
jokes. Our BBBs keep separate rating matrices for each newsgroup.
One hopes that the accuracy of the predictions improve as the BBB has more past ratings to use in
computing correlations. Four people at the University of Minnesota participated in a pilot test of an
earlier version, using a slightly different scoring function. While all four participants reported that the
predicted scores eventually matched their interests fairly closely, they did observe that there was a
start-up interval before the predictions were very useful. Further experiments and analysis are necessary
to determine just how long the start-up interval is likely to be for each new user.

It seems likely that better scoring mechanisms can be developed. In addition to better matrix filling
techniques, it may be helpful to use both others’ ratings and the contents of articles in making
predictions. It may also be helpful to take into account the time people spent reading articles before
rating them, information collected but not used by our BBBs.
Fortunately, the GroupLens architecture is open: anyone can implement an alternative BBB so long as it
posts ratings articles in the format described above and communicates with clients the same way that our
BBBs do. We hope that the development of alternative BBBs will become an active area for future
research. As we describe below, our next pilot test should yield rating sets that we will make available to
others who wish to evaluate alternative scoring algorithms.
Using Ratings
It is up to the news client how best to use the scores generated by a BBB. Some may filter out those
articles with scores below a threshold. Some may sort the articles based on the scores. Others may
simply display the scores, numerically or graphically. In keeping with the ease of use design goal,
developers should modify each news client in a manner consistent with that client’s overall design.
One trend in news clients is to display a summary of the unread articles in a newsgroup. Each line of the
summary contains information about one article, typically the author, the subject line and the length. A
user browses the summary and requests display of the full text of those articles that seem interesting. All
three of the news clients we modified use this display technique.
The three modified clients we implemented make slightly different uses of the scores in the summary
display. The modified NN client displays articles in the same order a regular NN client does, namely the
order in which the articles arrived at the news server. It merely adds an additional column containing the
predicted scores. In the first version of this client, the scores were displayed numerically.
The modified Gnus client uses the predicted scores to alter the order of presentation of articles in the
summary. Gnus clusters articles by thread. The modified Gnus client sorts the threads based on the
maximum predicted score over the articles in the thread. Within each thread, however, articles are still
displayed in chronological order, to preserve the flow of discussion. As in the modified NN, the scores
are displayed in an additional column in the summary.
The Minnesota pilot test included users of both the Gnus and NN clients. As expected, participants
tended to believe that the sorting and display mechanisms of their own news reader were best, but all
were glad to see the score predictions incorporated into that standard format.
Several users, however, noticed that it was somewhat difficult to visually scan the predictions to find the
high ones. A revised version of the NN client (Figure 6) rounds off to the nearest integer and reports that
as a letter grade (A-E), a scale familiar to students at U.S. Universities.
The modified NewsWatcher client displays the predicted scores as bar graphs rather than numbers
(Figure 7), making it easier to visually scan for articles with high scores (longer bars). Otherwise, it
follows the conventions of the original NewsWatcher client. Articles are grouped into threads and the
summary display initially shows header lines only for the first article in each thread. Users can twist
down the triangle associated with a thread to see the header lines for the rest of the articles.

Figure 6: The modified NN client. The third column displays the number of lines in the article. The
fourth column displays the score predictions as letter grades, translated from the numeric predictions
that the Better Bit Bureau makes (5=A, 4=B, etc.). When no one has evaluated an article, no prediction
is made.

Figure 7: The modified NewsWatcher client displays predicted scores as bar graphs. Disclaimer: the
scores were randomly generated for demonstration purposes. In practice, we would expect articles by
Pete Bergstrom (one of the authors of this paper) to have much higher predicted scores.
Scale Issues
Further research is needed to understand how performance will change as the scale increases. In the case
of GroupLens, there are several relevant performance measures: prediction quality, user time, Better Bit
Bureau compute time and disk storage, and network traffic.
The first measure is the quality of score predictions. We expect prediction quality to increase as the
number of users increases, since more data will be available to the prediction algorithm.
Another measure is how long users have to wait to post ratings and receive predictions. In an earlier
version of GroupLens, the functions of the BBB were incorporated in the news client itself. One major
advantage of the separate BBB is that it can pre-fetch ratings and pre-compute predictions rather than
computing them when the user starts the news client. Thus, user time should remain roughly constant as
GroupLens grows, even if it takes more CPU time to compute scores.
For many possible prediction formulas CPU time will grow even faster than linearly with increases in
the number of users. To reduce CPU time, BBBs could use only a part of the ratings matrix, trading off
compute time against quality of predictions.
Even though each rating is short, each news article might be read and rated by many raters, so the total

volume of ratings could exceed the volume of news. To minimize storage requirements, BBBs may
employ algorithms that use and discard ratings as they arrive, rather than storing them.
Three basic techniques could reduce network traffic: reduce the size of the ratings, reduce the number of
ratings, and reduce the number of places where each rating is sent. Our BBBs batch several ratings in a
single article, a first step toward reducing the amount of storage per rating, but further compression is
possible. The number of ratings could be reduced by limiting the total number of ratings per article or
the number of ratings from users with similar profiles.
The separation of the BBBs from the news clients in the GroupLens architecture reduces the number of
destinations for each rating: each news client receives only score predictions rather than all the
individual ratings that contribute to those predictions.
The number of destinations for each rating could be further reduced by sending ratings to some BBBs
but not others. For example, BBBs could be clustered, based on geography or interest, and exchange
ratings only within clusters. The size of each cluster must be small enough to limit the amount of ratings
information distributed, but large enough to provide an effective peer group. The table below estimates
daily network traffic for various cluster sizes assuming each user rates 100 articles per day and each
rating requires approximately 100 bytes. For comparison purposes, the current netnews traffic is around
100MB per day.
Cluster size
100 users
10,000 users
1,000,000 users

Daily ratings
traffic
1 MB
100 MB
10 GB

Summary of GroupLens Architecture
The heart of GroupLens is an open architecture for distributing ratings. The architecture specifies the
format of ratings produced in batches by BBBs, the propagation of the ratings by Usenet, and the
interface for delivering predictions and ratings between news clients and BBBs. Otherwise, the
architecture is completely open. BBBs and news clients can be freely substituted, providing an
environment for experimentation in predicting ratings and in user interfaces for collecting ratings and
presenting predictions.
ONGOING EXPERIMENTATION
Both of the previous pilot tests, at Schlumberger and the University of Minnesota, involved only local
sharing of ratings. These tests led to improvements in both the overall architecture and the user
interfaces of news clients, as discussed already. The next step is a larger scale, distributed test, that we
plan to carry out this summer. We have established a newsgroup on the news servers at MIT and
Minnesota and two (slightly different) Better Bit Bureaus that communicate ratings through that
newsgroup.
The test is not designed to demonstrate that people prefer to read netnews with our collaborative filters
than without them. We believe that such an evaluation should wait for at least one more iterative design
cycle. Rather, the goals are to identify any unexpected scaling issues that may arise and to gather a data
set that will be useful in evaluating alternative score prediction algorithms.

The primary benchmark of any algorithm’s effectiveness will be its ability to predict values that have
been deleted from a rating matrix. At first glance, it might seem that any large set of ratings would be
useful in creating such a benchmark. Upon closer inspection, however, complete ratings matrices are
much more valuable than sparse ones. For example, suppose that users read and rate only a small
number of articles, based on score predictions they receive from BBB X. If users read different articles,
this generates a sparse matrix of ratings. Now suppose that we wish to compare X to an alternative, Y,
that predicts different scores for the users. We can compare Y’s and X’s predictions on those articles
that users read, but the sample is biased. Perhaps with Y’s scores, the users would have read other
articles and liked them.
To allow unbiased comparisons, we are asking each of the participants in the next pilot test to read and
rate all the articles in a training set. The training set will contain a number of articles from each of the
newsgroups that will be included in the test. Since users will contribute ratings under a pseudonym, we
will be able to share the ratings in this training set with other researchers. In addition, we will retain the
full texts of the articles in the training set. That will enable evaluation of BBBs that perform content
filtering, or a combination of content filtering and collaborative filtering, as well as those that use only
other users’ ratings.
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Collaborative filtering may introduce many social changes in the already rapidly evolving Netnews
community. For example, the utility of moderated newsgroups may decline. New social patterns will
have to develop to encourage socially beneficial behaviors, such as reviewing articles that have already
received a few low ratings. Finally, if GroupLens is effective at creating peer groups with shared
interests, will those peer groups be permeable or will the global village fracture into tribes?
Changes to Netnews Behaviors
GroupLens has the potential to change Netnews as we now know it. For one thing the quality of articles
individual users choose to read should increase. More significantly, as more and more users rely on
GroupLens the total number of low-quality articles on Usenet may decrease significantly. Since few
people will read such articles, the incentive to post them will decrease. GroupLens may also supplant or
supplement other established Netnews behaviors.
Moderated Newsgroups
GroupLens may reduce the need for moderated newsgroups. The advantages of GroupLens over the
existing approach are that "moderators" can be groups of people as well as individuals, and that each
user can rely on a different moderator rather than having a single moderator for the entire group.
Some newsgroups might choose to use both a moderator and GroupLens. The moderator of a newsgroup
will make the initial pass through the article submissions. Peer ratings would then allow further filtering.
Newsgroup Splits
Currently, newsgroups start off with broad topics and split into narrower topics as traffic increases. For
example, the newsgroup rec.sport.football eventually split into the subgroups australian, canadian,

rugby, pro, college, fantasy, misc, and one for each team in the NFL. These splits are a form of content
filtering, initiated and managed by the users.
GroupLens users may find that many such splits are less important, and in some cases undesirable. Over
the course of time users will find themselves reading only the subset of the newsgroup they are most
interested in, as they correlate with a peer group with similar interests. Splits of interest between groups
of users will appear naturally, with no additional user or administrative effort. Allowing the splits to
happen through GroupLens rather than through explicit content filtering allows more cross-pollination
of general interest articles. For instance, interesting articles posted by Bills fans about an upcoming
football game against the Cowboys would also reach Cowboys fans with GroupLens, but would not if
the articles were posted in the more specialized newsgroup rec.sport.football.bills.
Kill-Files
Kill files are a content filtering mechanism implemented in some news clients. Many users who strongly
dislike particular subjects or particular authors, however, do not use kill files because they find the
mechanism complicated and cumbersome. GroupLens might be an easier means to the same end. A
user’s peer group will give such articles low ratings, so only a few users will have to read them.
Incentives
Individuals put additional effort, albeit a modest amount, into providing ratings through GroupLens.
These ratings provide benefit to other users who can use them to select interesting articles. It’s a
two-way street: everyone can be both a producer and a consumer of ratings.
When someone reads and rates an article, there is an incentive to provide honest ratings, because
dishonest ratings will cause the BBB to make poor future predictions for that user. On the other hand,
there is no incentive to rate articles at all. On the contrary, there is an incentive to wait for others’ ratings
rather than read and rate an article oneself. A certain amount of altruism or guilt may cause most people
to "do their share" of rating, but fewer than the socially optimal number of ratings are likely to be
produced.
The four-person Minnesota pilot test included a high-volume newsgroup, rec.arts.movies. The volume
of articles was so high that each participant was unwilling to read a one-quarter share of the total daily
volume. The newsgroup was quickly dropped from the test. It may be that a larger user population
would generate ratings even for a high-volume list such as rec.arts.movies, but it is harder to draw on a
"do-your-share" mentality when collaborating with larger groups of people.
There are other, more subtle incentive problems that can arise as well. For example, there is an
asymmetry between the effects of positive and negative ratings. If the first few readers rate an article too
highly, others will read the article and give it lower ratings. On the other hand, if the first few ratings of
an article are negative, others who would have rated it highly may never look at it because of the initial
negative rating.
To avoid this, it may be necessary to provide external incentives to some people to read and rate articles
that have initially low ratings. The external incentives could be money, fame, or simply access to others’
ratings: those who did not contribute their share of ratings might be denied access to the Better Bit
Bureau’s predictions.

Global Villages
Present newsgroups, like newspapers and local television shows before them, provide a shared history
for their community of readers. With GroupLens, users may choose to read articles only from a small
group with whom they share many common interests. Over time this could lead to a fracture of the
global village into many small tribes, each forming a virtual community but nonetheless isolated from
each other.
Some kind of fracture is inevitable and even desirable, because no user can keep up with the
overwhelming volume of news produced each day. The question is whether the subgroups will be closed
or permeable. One argument for prognosticating permeability is that many groups will form for a short
time and then disband [3]. Another is that many users will participate in several subgroups, providing a
mechanism for the best ideas to cross boundaries of interest groups.
CONCLUSION
Shared evaluations are useful in all sorts of activities. We ask friends, colleagues, and professional
reviewers for their opinions about books, movies, journal articles, cars, schools, and neighborhoods.
Clearly, some form of shared evaluations should also help in filtering electronic information streams
such as netnews. It is not yet clear exactly what form those evaluations should take, how they should be
collected and disseminated, and how they should be used in selecting articles to read.
GroupLens is one promising approach. A single number gives a composite rating of an article on all
dimensions relevant to a particular reader. We have modified three news reading clients to enable easy
entry of such numeric ratings. We have also modified the way that the clients display subject lines to
include predicted scores based on others’ ratings.
Naturally, there will be differences of opinion among readers about particular articles, due to varying
interests or quality assessments. To accommodate differences of opinion, not all readers will place equal
trust in particular evaluators. The algorithms we have implemented automatically determine how much
weight to place on each evaluation, based on the degree of correlation between past opinions of the
reader and evaluator. This has the beneficial side effects that readers need not know initially whose
evaluations to trust and the evaluators’ opinions can become trusted even if the evaluators choose to
remain anonymous.
The GroupLens architecture allows new users to connect and new rating servers to come on line,
without global coordination. A new user need only use a modified news client and have a connection to
a rating server. The user need not convince the administrator of her netnews server to modify the news
server, run any additional software, or even to carry any additional newsgroups. A new rating server
needs only to get access to a news server that carries the ratings newsgroups.
Moreover, the architecture is open. Anyone who wishes to can modify a news client to allow entry of
evaluations or to use predicted scores, so long as the client follows the protocol we have established for
communicating with the rating server. Anyone who wishes to improve on the score predictions that our
rating servers make can do so. There may be better ways to correlate past evaluations. There may also be
ways to use the evaluations in conjunction with content filtering. For example, when correlating past
evaluations, the scoring algorithm might consider evaluations only of past articles that are somehow
similar to the current one. Our next pilot test should yield a data set that can be used for evaluating

alternative prediction methods.
Only further testing can reveal whether GroupLens gathers the right kind of evaluations and uses them
in ways that people like. If the simple numeric evaluations turn out to be sufficient, the architecture will
scale up to large numbers of rating servers and users. If not, then data from our tests will help develop
and evaluate other mechanisms for sharing and using evaluations.
Right now, people read news articles and react to them, but those reactions are wasted. GroupLens is a
first step toward mining this hidden resource.
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